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TIME LAPSE Eco Nodes |  Sca le  1 :500

Ecolog ica l  pul sa t ion .
 
It takes 6-12 months for the promession remains to decompose and the idea with 
the ecological nodes is that the land for Promession burial could be reused, and the 
deceased memorialized for a longer duration along the sound walk.

start of decomposition

decomposed

GRAVE NODES |  Sca le  1 :4000 GRAVE GRID |  Sca le  1 :100

Coffin UrnCoffin, small Coffin, eco Grid

Under  ground . Above ground

GRAVE NODES |  Sca le  1 :300

Grid wi th  nodes .

By making a grid for the graves and then placing out nodes that mark starting points 
for the different grave areas I have given each religion its own space, but I have also 
loosened up the boundaries since the different nodes can expand into each other 
achieving degrees of desegregation over time. The areas are free to grow and move 
according to the mortality rate.
The grid is planned in consideration of the standard measurements of urn, coffin and 
Promession burial approaches.
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Bahá’í

Islam

Orthodox

Mandaeism

Judaism

Hindu

Sikh

Buddhist

Romani

This is an imaginative and speculative project that takes it point of departure from an 
architectural competition announced in 2009 for a new cemetery on Järvafältet. I have 
used this competition to gather information about the site, but I have revised the program. 
This project is not an answer to the competition, but an attempt to experimentally work 
with what a cemetery can become. 

The focus of the project plans how a cemetery could work: in consideration of an existing 
site that already accommodates diverse activities; in response to religious beliefs; and 
by exploring alternative approaches to burial, with an emphasis on ecological concerns.

The result is curated according to three walks: 
The level walk - a built and non-built walk using varying levels to accommodate different 
types of burial. 
The sound walk - a walk using sound as a means of memorializing the deceased.
The node walk – that rethinks the conventional religious segregation of cemetery space 
toward integration and an ecological way of reusing land for burial.

JÄRVAFÄLTET
Järvafältet is located in the northwestern parts of Stockholm, surrounded by the townships 
Hjulsta, Tensta, Rinkeby, Akalla, Husby and Kista. 

Today Järvafältet is one of the most popular green areas in Stockholm mostly because of 
its natural landscape and the activities it accommodates. The competition site is used for 
different outdoor activities, such as frisbee golf, hang-gliding and allotment gardening. 
There are also archaeological remains on the site, pasture for Hästa gård, a heat pump 
station and a restaurant building. In the middle of Järvafältet is Granholmstoppen, an old 
dumping ground for the million program.

I believe that the outdoor activities on the site today are valuable for the surrounding 
areas and have decided not to work with the designated competition site, instead 
focusing on the western parts so as to preserve the existing leisure activities. I also believe 
that by maintaining these activities the cemetery will be made a better place, keeping the 
social ecology of the site alive.

To achieve this I have marginally relocated some of the activities. A couple of the northern 
frisbee courses will be moved to the east. The allotment area on the west side of the 
road will either be moved to another area further east or be merged with the allotments 
on the east side of the road, making that area more dense. Parts of the pasture area of 
Hästa gård will also be moved further north.

RELIGION
To gain a better understanding of the expectations the nearby communities have on 
a proposed cemetery I undertook interviews. The selection of people I interviewed 
was based on a mapping of religious associations and buildings in the area and also 
conversations with the Spånga-Tensta district administration. Most of the religious groups 
in the area are Muslim or Christian. I interviewed five people from different groups. All the 
representatives I spoke with stressed the importance of separate areas for burials. It is also 
worth noting that Stockholm cemeteries, such as Skogskyrkogården, Strandkyrkogården 
and Norra begravningsplatsen, organise their burial ground according to religious beliefs. 

I saw a challenge in this approach to burial segregation. How could I plan a cemetery 
that respected the desire for designated areas for different religious beliefs without 
making it overly segregated? 

ECOLOGICAL BURIAL
While working with the organization of the standard graves I have been looking for 
alternative ways of burial. Searching for inspiration I read about how death has been 
perceived and handled over time and in different cultures. 

The fear of the dead body has changed over time, some used to be afraid that the 
body would be possessed by demons and start walking again so they used methods 
like tying the feet of the dead or sticking needles into their heels. A less superstitious 
and more contemporary fear is that of bacteria and toxins, released during the body’s 
decomposition process, placing the health of the living at risk. Today we fear the more 
general environmental impact of the toxins the dead body release as it decays and is 
cremated.

I decided that I wanted to work with ecological ways of burial. The two methods I have 
chosen to work with are: 
1. Promession, a method where you freeze the body with liquid nitrogen, and 
2. the Infinity Burial Project, a method where the dead body is dressed with a suit 
infused with mushroom spores to break down the body and remediate industrial toxins in 
soil.

Both methods need oxygen to work, which means that the remains can’t be buried as 
deep as what is normally required with a coffin burial. The layer of soil on top of the 
body should be no more than 20 cm. With the Promession method this isn’t a big problem 
since the body is transformed into powder, but with the mushroom suit the body needs 
to be safeguarded so that during the decomposition period it is not stumbled upon or 
disrupted. This led me to develop an architectural structure that could respond to such a 
problem.

MEMORIALIZING THE DEAD
When we go to visit someone’s grave today the mark of the deceased is generally on 
the gravestone in form off a name and years. In this project I have also worked with 
sound as a means of memorializing the dead.
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Moved activitiesActivities etc. on site

Hjulsta intersection (planned).

Stockholm Bypass (planned).

Decking-over of the E18 with new housing development (planned).

Restaurant & frisbee pitch reception

Level structure

Fortum pumping station

Storage (frisbee pitch)

Allotments

Ceremonial building & Promatorium

Ceremonial building

Ancillary building and depot yard

Open ceremonial place

Frisbee pitch

Jumping-off point for hang-gliding

Ha-ha wall

THREE WALKS |  JÄRVA CEMETERY
Thérèse Svalling | Critical Studies Design Studio | Supervisors: Meike Schalk, Hélène Frichot

Parking (60 cars)

 VERDURE |  Sca le  1 :2000  SITE PLAN |  Scale 1 :2000
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Funera l  par t icipants ,  re lig ious  and eco log ica l .

L IFE  IN THE CEMETERY |  Sca le  1 :4000

Funeral participants, religious and 
ecological.

Green Journey - Sonja walks the seven 
hundred meters from Hjulsta subway with 
a heavy heart. It is the day of her friend’s 
burial and the second time she walks those 
fifteen hundred steps to the cemetery. She 
passes by the water on the road leading 
up to the South Ceremonial building where 
the funeral was, in her mind just a day ago, 
and heads to the ecological node south-
east. There she meets up with her friends 
family and watch the starch coffin being 
laid in the ground and softly covered with 
soil. Sonja takes her hand to the tree that’s 
planted next to the grave and thinks of how 
her friend will be merged with it.

Pink Journey – A’idah is going to her 
grandfather’s funeral with her brother. She 
parks the car at the northern parking lot 
and walks in silence, clutching her brother’s 
hand, toward the North Ceremonial 
building where their grandfather lays 
shrouded, waiting for their farewells. After 
the ceremony family and friends gathers 
and walk together toward the Muslim node 
for the burial.

Funeral participant, level walk.
Aino arrives at the cemetery by the Water 
Entrance and walks amongst the graves 
upward toward the Open Ceremonial Site 
where the funeral ceremony for his friend 
Thorsten is held. After the ceremony the 
procession moves slowly toward the Level 
Walk, passing under the Columbarium 
Tower, it’s walls covered in tendrils of patina 
from the older urns, the early summer sun 
reflecting glints of gold off of the new urns. 
At the burial site Thorsten, in his shroud, is 

Grave v i s i tor ,  node and sound .Funera l  par t icipant ,  leve l  walk . Promator ium worker .

COLUMBARIUM TOWER |  Sca le 1 :200

Frame Double staircase Columbarium Skin Balcony & elevator

Compet i t ion  area
Pro ject  area

EX ISTING ROADS AND PATHS |  Sca le  1 :4000 ROADS AND PATHS |  Sca le  1 :4000

Cemetery  worker .

Parking (30 cars)

N

North node entrance

Re lig ious  nodes .

I have dedicated 9 nodes for religious grave areas. The selection of religions is composed 
from my research into the different religious groups that have their own designated burial 
sites in other cemeteries in the Stockholm area.

Mixed grave nodes . 

The mixed nodes are open for coffin, urn and Promession burial. 

Eco log ica l  nodes .

Around the ecological node there is only Promession burial (freeze drying method).

Circula t ion road .  Asphal t ,  3 .5  m wide . 

The circulation road connects to existing buildings (heat pump station and restaurant 
building) and the new buildings I have planned (ancillary building + depot yard, ceremony 
building + promatorium and the second ceremony building).

Most of the existing roads are beeing used.

Rough roads .  Grave l ,  2 .5  m wide

These rough gravel roads have been drawn in consideration to already existing roads, 
topographical variations in height and religious direction.

Fine paths .  Concrete block pav ing ,  1 m wide .

These fine paths take us to the different grave nodes and sound sticks.

SECTION |  Scale 1 :200

Level walk

The level walk consists of a structure that handles the Infinity Burial Project and a 
columbarium tower. The walk ends on the oak-hill where an open ceremony place is 
planned.

Sound walk

Designed columns which I call Sound sticks, are placed in clusters through the cemetery 
and are located in different areas; by the water, among the trees and in open fields. 

Node walk

The node walk deals with three issues: the segregation of space for different religions; 
an ecological way of reusing land for burial; and traditional burial methods.

LEVEL  STRUCTURE |  Sca le  1 :200

I wanted to make a structure that would allow you to visit the grave of the Infinity Burial 
project during the first decomposition period, but still keep the remains safe. I started 
to work with levels and by making a structure that would be lifted up from the ground 
creating a distance between the remains and the people visiting. Parts of the structure are 
angled toward Mekka. The Infinity burial project has potential to be used by Muslims since 
they prefer to be buried without a coffin.

The structure leads up to a columbarium tower, 30 meters high, the same height as 
Granholmstoppen, which is the big hill in the middle of Järvafältet. The void through the 
tower is pierced with holes that you put urn boxes in. Around the columbarium a double 
staircase takes you to the top or to an “urn-niche”. There is also an elevator on the side that 
stops at four different levels.

Construction 
The walls around the level structure graves are of bricks as is the tower skin and columbaruim, 
making a solid and lasting appearance. The columbariumtower frame and staircase is built 
out of concrete. The ramping structure is built out of timber and the urn boxes of copper.

Year  2012 |  Inf ras t ruc ture Year  2016 |  Giv ing back to  ear thYear  2014 |  Beg inning of  li fe . Year  2018 |  H ighlight s  of  the cemetery Year  2200 |  Li fe  goes  on

SCENARIO |  Development  of  the cemetery 

To better understand how the cemetery could work with the passing of time I have explored 
a scenario. Gradually over 10 years the main structure of the cemetery takes shape and 
after that it changes following anticipated shifts in burial trends. With this project I imagine 
a new future which tends toward ecological modes of burial, without erasing all the rituals 
associated with different religious groups.

Year 2012 | Infrastructure
• Commence the draining of the soil and 
creating a pond and canals through the 
site. 
• Commence building the circulation road 
and the wider gravel roads. 
• Water and electricity are supplied across 
the site.
• A noise barrier is built and trees are 
planted in response to the current botanical 
species present on the site.
• A system of Lighting is laid out.
• Ancillary buildings are constructed.
• Move the pasture of Hästa gård further 
north.

Year 2014 | Beginning of life
• Budding nodes, religious and mixed
• Sound sticks are appearing here and 
there.
• Ha ha walls are constructed.

Year 2016 | Giving back to earth
• Ceremonial building (non-denominational) 
& Promatorium (Promession method) are 
constructed.
• Ecological nodes are starting to develop 
and pulsate.
• Move the frisbee pitches further east.
• Build the rest of the roads

Year 2018 | Highlights of the cemetery
- Commence construction of the level 
structure and columbarium tower
- An open ceremonial place is built on the 
oak-hill.
- Further gravel paths are developing as 
the nodes expand.
- Move allotments 

Year 2020 | Falling into place
- The second ceremonial building is built.
- More sound sticks are appearing.

Year 2040 | Change of node
Some mixed nodes have switched to 
ecological, the graves closest to the 
node are still static, but further out at the 
periphery of the node the ecological 
pulsation is becoming more evident.

Year 2060 | Year of darkness
- The columbarium tower is now full and 
dark inside. 
- An extension of the Level Walk has been 
built.

Year 2200 | Life goes on
There is no more room for urn and coffin 
burial, now only ecological methods 
are being used and adapted through 
transforming rituals associated with death.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE CEMETERY |  Sca le  1 :4000

SCENARIO |  Li fe  in  the cemetery

carefully lifted from his coffin and lowered 
into the ground. Here he will rest, below a 
thin layer of soil, protected by an adorned 
lattice.

Grave visitor, node and sound.
Pink Journey - Margareta arrives at the 
North Node Entrance to visit her husband. 
Old age has left her content but with legs 
that won’t carry her as far as they once did. 
The taxi drops her off a stone’s throw away 
from her husband’s node where she walks 
the last few steps to his grave.

Green Journey – August’s sister passed 
away a year ago after a period of illness. 
She wanted to leave something behind 
and chose a song she had recorded in 
her youth. Now August stands amongst 
the trees, his feet deep in autumnal leaves, 
listening to his sister’s voice floating on the 
wind. He remembers. His hand stays on the 
smooth concrete as his body slowly turns to 
return home.

Promatorium worker.
Josef works at the Promatorium, he likes his 
work, but from time to time it gets to him. 
Those moments he used to go to the disc-
golf park. Initially just to get a change of 
scenery, but now it has developed into a 
habit to go there every lunch for a round 
with the neighbours.

Cemetery worker.
Rut is one of the cemetary workers. She 
starts her day in the office, going through 
some e-mail and idly chatting with her co-
workers. After coffee she heads out to a 
node to prepare for a burial later that day. 
The rest of the day she spends gardening in 
one of the ecological nodes.

SOUND STICKS |  Sca le 1 :50

The sound sticks are devised with a keypad where you can enter the deceased’s social 
security number to hear recordings of the person, their favorite song, poem, etc. On top of 
the sound sticks it is a light fixture that illuminates during evenings and nights.

The sound sticks could be used for the people using the ecological burial methods were 
you don’t have a grave stone but it could also be used for people in the area who have 
loved ones buried in other parts of the world.

Construction
The Sound sticks are of a light polished concrete. The key pad and speaker grille are of 
copper in a 3 x 60 cm stripe placed 1 meter from the bottom of the sound stick. 
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 AERIAL |  Sca le  1 :2000
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Granholmstoppen

Existing road at the site. 
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